
There are many moving parts in a WMS evaluation. 
Keep it together + hone in on critical features with this checklist.

CONSIDERING A MODERN
WMS SOLUTION?
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INFASTRUCTURE

Web services
iOS native app

SmartBarcodes
ERP Friendly: Sage, Microsoft 

Dynamics, Oracle, NetSuite  
Google Sheets integration

Cloud deployment
Mulesoft integration platform

SYTEM FEATURES

Lot tracking
Lot attributes    

Lot QC holds    

Serial tracking
Bin tracking

Bin attributes    

Capacity by # pallet positions    

Location slotting rules    

Zone slotting rules    
Customizable label printing

Transaction history
Customizable shortcuts

Paperless task allocation
Consumer grade app usability

Alternate units of measure
Camera integration

Facetime integration
Warehouse capacity

Accountability for every transaction
User    

Date    

Time    

PO RECEIVING

Receive PO
Item cross-reference

Directed put-away
(Scripting logic to optimize put away by    

  zone, item attribute, bin attribute, picker    

  attribute, etc.)    

Receive customer return
Inbound load tracking

Truck inspection
Attach photos

Track expiration/rotation & mfg. date by lot
Receive to pallet

Print labels at receiving
Receive transfer orders

Cross-docking
(Scripting logic to optimize hierarchy)    

 

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Inventory locator

Move inventory (bin & warehouse)
Adjust inventory w/reason codes

Flag for count while picking
Inventory slotting rules

Bin replenishment
1:1 relationship bin - replenishment    

Zone-based replenishment with min/    

max levels    

Multi-step replenishment (pallet, case, each)    

Directed put-away can pre-empt bin      

replenishment    

  Custom scripting for inventory put-away/    

pick rules    

Dynamic replenishment based on    

current orders    

Bulk bin move



SO SHIPPING

Pick routes by order line
Pick metrics by user

Web-based order management screen
View open sales orders/lines    

View open transfer orders/lines    

Manually create/delete pick lists    

Assign picks to users    

Generate rule-based pick waves    

Identify overweight shipments    

Split pick list & pick lines to new pick list    

Combine picks    

Print pick lists    

Generate & print UCC 128 labels    

Generate ship load ID for dock scheduling    

View picking progress    

Picking optimization
Optimize picks assigned to pickers    

(scripting logic to optimize put away by     

zone, item attribute, bin attribute, picker      

attribute, etc.)    

Optimize eCommerce picks (put wall)    

Optimize sort & segment picks    

Optimize cart wave pick    

Optimize pallet pick    

Bulk pick consolidation to staging location    

Suggest picks based on ordering rules
Pick methods    

Pick/pack/ship    

Pick/ship (pallets)    

Pack while you pick/ship    

Pick staging    

High-speed pack station
Print shipping labels

Confirm picks
Pro/seal number tracking

Print shipping documents
Packing list    

Bill of lading    

Shipping labels    

Dock scheduling

PALLET TRACKING

Multiple items on a pallet
Multiple lots/serials

Pallet move (bins & warehouses)
Pallet load/unload

Directed put-away logic
Issue pallet to work order

Receive finished goods onto pallet
Issue pallet to pick list

Pallet attributes
Pallet QC management

MANUFACTURING

Build kits
Discrete work orders

Picking rules    

Issue materials    

Material reversal    

 Receive finished goods    

Process manufacturing batches
Picking rules    

Issue materials    

Receive finished goods    

QC hold management/quarantine
Lot Recall
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INVENTORY COUNTS

Empty bin counts
Pick performance by user

Count administrator
Assign counts to users    

Pause/resume count    

View counts    

Reconcile counts    

Post count variances    

 Print count sheets
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